
Dark Matter and Dark Energy

Mesut Kavak[a]

I have been working on the fundamental laws of physics for a long time.
During this time, I realized that gravity does not work like Newtonian and
this misleads us into Dark Matter. The relationship between distance and
gravitational force varies with distance. Gravitational properties vary for
every point in empty space and have some limits. The gravity equation
varies with some value between 1/r and 1/r2 for the farthest or closest avail-
able distance. However, empty space also has a gravitational and expansion
effect. This study aims to analyze and discuss these two phenomena.

[a]kavakmesut@outlook.com.tr
I.

Introduction
Theorem "As we know, according to our observations, objects in outer orbit in

galaxies rotate relatively faster than objects in inner orbits. So an orbiting
object should be located in space according to:

v =

√
mG

r
But v and r were found not to be related in this way and were associated
with Dark Matter. There is almost no such exponential relationship in
galaxy-sized celestial bodies."

"On the other hand, Albert Einstein, using his formulas according to the
theory of relativity, calculated that the universe could never remain in a
constant volume; however, when Edwin Hubble proved that the universe is
always expanding, Albert Einstein called this new energy absurd energy,
and he did not care about the dark energy he actually proved with his
formulas."

To say something, I must first say something
about the nature of gravity as I discovered it.

I.

Since the waves on the empty space entity have time
differences between any point in the empty space,
matter emerges as a density increasing the acceler-
ation over time. Space turns into particles, and par-
ticles are constantly transformed into space. Mat-
ter gains its mass by accumulating in a limited vol-
ume of space at the speed of light. During its emer-
gence, it constantly experiences potential difference,
as there are time differences in the priority of emer-
gence. There is only one work to create the entire
universe, and the work is done individually for ev-
ery point of empty space and therefore for particles.

Since the work done is equal to the kinetic energy,
since a single work is done at the same speed, in this
wayanypointintheuniversegetsthesamespeed. The
total energy of matter is in accordance with this work
of creation.

II.

As matter experiences potential differences,
spots naturally appear that are denser and of lower
density and therefore irregular or more regular. Ir-
regular points want to be distributed to lower density
or more regular gap points because they have more
stress. Matter gains its total energy due to the work
done against this resistance of empty space, other-
wisethesmallestforcewouldnotbecreatedasitcould
move any larger mass in existence at infinite speed.

III.
As the particles emerge from this sliding free field, the field of shifting from
disorder to a more regular point also takes the particles with it. This is the
root cause of gravity, and gravity only disperses in waves over time.
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II.
Gravitational Properties

Theorem Area in Euclidean Geometry; angles and lengths are expressed in inte-
gers, not complex and irrational, and there are some constraints for these
variables; Therefore, strong proofs of the existence of Euclidean or non-
Euclidean geometries, such as Riemann surfaces, are needed to answer
the anomaly questions that arise in both mathematics and physics. For
example, "the absence of any spherical inclination" raises the theoretical
need for a form of energy other than matter and dark matter to create the
observably flat universe; which is "what if there is a slope?".

A representation of an Euclidean geometry is
available on fig. 1. Any triangle that does not form
aperpendicularcanbeused insteadof this right trian-
gle. The shape was chosen randomly. For the follow-
ing calculations, the length BD may be longer than
AD, for example.

B A

C

D

Fig. 1: This is an Euclidean right triangle. In Eu-
clidean geometry, areas, angles and lengths are ex-
pressed as integers, not complex and irrational.

Inthiscase,supposethelengthABisextendedtoa
length AB2, provided that the lengths BD and BC are
constant. Here point A is an object freely moving in
space;Forexample,pointBisafixedpointwhoseco-
ordinatesareknownasareferencetomotioninspace,
and point C as an observer.

I.
With points B and C fixed in space, AB2 > AB

inequality that can be written for the extended hy-
potenuse on fig. 1 and BD2

2 + AD2
2 > BD2 + AD2 or

over this, BD2
2 – BD2 > AD2 – AD2

2 inequality that
can be written for its definition, the inequality (1) is
obtained,whereBD2 +AD2 = AB2 andBD2

2 +AD2
2 =

AB2
2 are the equations produced by the Pythagorean

theorem.

1 >
AD2 – AD2

2

BD2
2 – BD2

(1)

Likewise,theequationsproducedbythePythagorean
theorem, with B and C points fixed in space, are
BD2 + DC2 = BC2 and BD2

2 + DC2
2 = BC2, the (2)

is the result of the same extension.

BD2 + DC2 = BD2
2 + DC2

2 (2)

II.

If the equation (2) obtained with the current condi-
tions is edited, it becomes DC2 – DC2

2 = BD2
2 – BD2;

therefore, ifDC2 –DC2
2 isusedinsteadofBD2

2 –BD2,
on the inequality (1), then over the resulting inequal-
ity of DC2 – DC2

2 > AD2 – AD2
2, (3) is obtained.

1 >
AD2 – AD2

2

DC2 – DC2
2

(3)

In the current situation, the actual displacement
inequalities have been determined.

III.

In this case, suppose that; there is actually no dis-
placement for point A and thus no extension for the
hypotenuse. Since the equations for this condition
are; AB2 = 0, DC2 = 0 and AD2 = 0, the inequality
(3) becomes (4) with these values,

DC2 > AD2 (4)

and (1) becomes (5) for the same values.

–BD2 > AD2 (5)

(5) inequality actually means that AD=DC is im-
possible; this would mean that orthogonality in the
universe is impossible. It also means that no two
lengths can be equal.
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Thismeansthateveryequalpointinspaceisphys-
ically different at the same time; but after 1 second
it means it has the same speed and energy value; in
which sequential formation can be mentioned. Each
equidistant point in space is formed in turn.

Thesealsomeanthat;Sincea"middlepoint"can-
not occur for any length or area in the universe for a
force causing motion, natural motion must always be
"circular motion" and centripetal acceleration is al-
ways with motion.

Legal Propositions

The (5) inequality brings some results in physics. These are some legal propo-
sitions about the nature of motion and are as follows.

I. The shortest distance between two points is not a straight line. This
distance can be measured with an arc very close to the line.

II. It is impossible for a right angle to form in space. The angle can only be
close to a right angle according to the energy of the field.

III. Two lines of the same length cannot be drawn from one point to two
otherpoints inspace. At thesametime,notwolengthscanbeof thesame
length[a].

IV. The area that allows movement of any size does not have a "midpoint"
for any part of it of any size; so the motion is always circular with the
force causing it and is with centripetal acceleration[b].

V. For AD , DC, AB , BC, BD , DC, BD , AD, BD , AB and more
changes. In short, when AB is extended, BC or other lengths cannot
maintain their original length. The field is therefore absolutely conser-
vative.[c]

VI. Parallelism is impossible, just as it is impossible to draw straight lines in
space. Every arc must intersect. The intersection point changes accord-
ing to the size of the finite and conservative field and the angle of arc.[d]

VII. The existence of a closed curve is impossible. Only infinite space closes
a curve. Limited space, not closed; but it is conservative.

VIII. Movement cannot occur independently of the field. This means that
there is absolute entanglement due to the time differences between each
point, which in turn is due to formation. All masses are actually counted
as a single mass, with the priority of occurrence. Each point occurs in
sequence. It means; Since elastic collision in the universe is impossible
due to different mass and energy values at the same time, and informa-
tion can not be lost on this occasion, the preservation of information is a
necessity. There is never any loss of energy or mass due to elastic colli-
sions; but their values change, shrinking forever.

[a]This means that three or more objects in space cannot be located at the
same distance from each other. There is a time difference between every point
in space. For the samereference time, eachpoint in spacehasadifferent length
value. The same length cannot be achieved by addition or subtraction.

[b]This is due to the motion of work causing the total energy that matter itself
has in the 3rd dimension due to F = mv2sin(α)/r causes an outer space move-
ment. Matter moves on its own and is unstable due to constant acceleration.

[c]This means; a line and therefore the 1st Dimension cannot be found by
itself. ThearcrequiresatleastDimension2. Thismeansthathigherdimensions
cannot be created by lower dimensions.

[d]Therefore no object in space can maintain its velocity forever; because an
opposite force of space always acts.
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a. Gravity

Theorem Gravity is an inevitable phenomenon that arises due to the way the uni-
verse is formed according to certain mathematical laws and occurs ac-
cording to certain conditions.

• Matter is a wave formed over space and there is only one work done
for all mass. Since the kinetic energy is equal to the work done, the
speed at which this work is done[a] brings energy out for matter.

• The main reason is that this single work is done for 1 second, and
therefore, even every equal part of space or matter formed on this
space during formation, has different values at any time; Therefore,
it is necessary to constantly move between different densities in the
potential differences that occur.

[a]This speed is the speed of light for our universe and is represented by "c".
This "c" value is accepted as approximately 299 792 458 m/s.

I.
Although each equal point of space has the same val-
ues at the end of 1 second due to sequential forma-
tion, it has different physical quantities at the same
time. This will create a permanent potential differ-
ence due to a permanent density difference, causing a
constant movement between the density differences
andatensionatthesametime. Althoughmatterwants
to move from a very dense medium to a less dense
medium, this also indicates the "incompressibility"
state of matter, based on the very dense medium con-
dition. Matter moves by releasing the stress on it.[1]

To better explain this phenomenon, although
therearemanyotherways,weshouldanalyzethesitu-
ation during the extension of the hypotenuse, assum-
ing that the field is conservative on fig. 1. When the
length of any component changes, the other lengths
of the triangle change with it; but the field is always
constant. With this condition, assuming that the right
sidesof the triangleare theaxesand thehypotenuse is
extended by a value of "k", x2 = x∓ k and for a func-
tion like f(x) = ax, (6a) from the area equation[2], the
equation (6) is obtained.

x =
∓k
√

2 – 1
(6)∫

ax dx =
∫ x2

0
ax dx (6a)

A sequence inferred from the (6) occurrences cannot
be random. The prompt array value is always divided

bysomethinglike
√

2–1andthisnumberisirrational.
Because it always divides, more energy and area are
alwaysrequired thanwouldbecalculatedfora longer
"x" value.

II.

Since Legal Proposition I only predicts an "arc"
or a "curve" instead of a "line segment", the universe
is directly in the 2nd Dimension; but since the field,
andthereforetheenergyinthefield, isabsolutelycon-
served; then, since momentum and mass will also be
conserved, theequationP = Px +Py in the2nddimen-
sion for the total momentum and also the "Geomet-
rically" equation P2 = P2

x + P2
y with the same compo-

nents is written. The same is true of all phenomena of
motion,suchasmassorenergy;sofords = dx+dyand
ds2 = dx2 +dy2 over them,youhave(7) indimension
2.

2dxdy = 0 (7)

Here, although both components change over time,
their sumisalways thesame,and thisequationshows
that the formation of the 2nd Dimension is impossi-
ble. Therefore, the Pythagorean theorem, although it
needs the main proof, on the other hand, has made a
proof supporting the main proof.

Movement in the 3rd dimension occurs via (8)
with the equations ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + dz2 and ds =
dx + dy + dz.

[1]Matter cannot be compressed down to an infinitesimal piece. Since the kinetic energy is equal to the
work done, the work done to create the matter and the speed that causes the total motion energy gained by
the matter due to this work and the frequency of the formed matter determine this limit. In the denser state,
the incompressibility and stress of the substance increase. It takes more energy to create a denser and more
disordered space.

[2]Maximum space that can be created, again with an upper value, can be assumed; therefore, such an
equality would be appropriate. The important thing here is to transform the shape of the triangle into another
shape. It could also be a trapezoid; but the area must be protected.
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dx
( 1
dy

+
1
dz

)
= –

1
2

(8)

In order for this movement to occur partially or
continuously, there are 5 different possibilities in
terms of its formation:

• dx = dy = dz

• dx = dy

• dx = dz

• dy = dz

• None of them

The equality dx = dy = dz is not possible when
tried on (8). As for the others, if dx is pulled from (8)
and used on ds = dx + dy + dz it becomes (8a).

ds = dy + dz –
dy ·dz

2(dy + dz)
(8a)

Let itbeassumed thathere; ds2 = dx2 + dy2 ieprojec-
tionof thesamevalueofdsat thesameanglehorizon-
tally and vertically with respect to a fixed reference,
(8a) equation for dx = dz becomes (8b).

dx2 = dy ·dz + dz2 –
dy2 ·dz2

4(dy + dz)2
(8b)

0

1

–0.500.5
–1

0

1

Fig. 2: With the above conservation equations, here
is the graph of the parametric function with x(t) =
cos(α)cos

(
β
)
,y(t) = sin(α)cos

(
β
)
, z(t) = sin

(
β
)
. Lim-

ited representation of mass formation. Even though
this shape was like this when all possible areas were
scanned at the smallest moment in the first forma-
tion of the universe, even if every movement after it
is formed does not draw the same shape, it is formed
in this limited area.

It can be said that the equations dx = dy and
dx = dz are not possible via (8b). dy = dz equals
dx/dy = 33/16;butwhenthisvalueisusedonthemain
function(8)itseemsnotpossibleeither; thenonlyone
possibility remains and "none" is possible. It means;
For a slice of motion of any size, the components are
always different and cannot take certain values and
occur randomly independently of each other. They
never intersect for any combination and are always
unique.[3]

Gravitational Inferences

The equation (8b) and (6) brings together some results in physics. These are
someinferencesthatsupport theabovepropositionsabout thenatureofmotion
and the formation of gravity, and they are as follows.

I. At least 3rd dimension is required for the gravitational movement to
occur.

II. While space always exhibits resistance to motion due to sequential for-
mation, it cannotalwaysbestagnant to relievestresscausedbypotential
differences that occur. Matter has to move in varying directions even in
the absence of external influence.

III. Mass cannot only move along a straight line. The centripetal accelera-
tion created by the circular motion and thus is always accompanied by
gravity.

[3]This uniqueness means; space always resists movement; because the value that is tried to be attributed
to a component with a theoretical calculation does not match, since the components only take certain values
and the external effect itself has to comply with the same rule. A resistance is always felt.
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b. Orbit

Theorem Mass cannot only move along a straight line. The centripetal acceleration
created by the circular motion and thus is always accompanied by gravity.

• Between "Gravity" and "Central Acceleration" is considered approx-
imately equal, although not an equality, and is expressed as FC ≈ FG.

• Orbits are always elliptical.

FG

FC
F1

F4

F3

F2

Fig. 3: The figure has a perfect circle and an ellipse.
It does not matter which one will be used for the for-
mulation, since thesamespatial setupwillbedoneon
both. It is assumed that we do not have any informa-
tion about the orbit yet.

I.
There is an object which is assumed as doing cir-

cular or elliptic motion around a mass on fig. 3. For
this condition, it becomes

• FG =
√

F2
1 + F2

2

• FC =
√

F2
3 + F2

4

Over FG = FC assumption, it becomes (9).

F2
1 + F2

2 = F2
3 + F2

4 (9)

This means that in the worst case, the components
may not be equal to each other for motion to occur. If
any two of theseareequal, theyareall the sameforce;
thus making it impossible for motion to occur since
they are not in the same direction. As a result, with
different components

FC = FG

or again with different components

FC ≈ FG

we can safely say that it is. These conditions make
it impossible to move in a circular or elliptical or-
bit; because the distance between the object changes
over time due to the "result force", even for different
components of constant size or for components that
change with time to different values; although these
two options seem to change the time and direction of
the escape or fall, they are not. They cannot escape
or fall; because the equation FC = FG is maintained
forevery change ingravitationalor centrifugal force;
therefore, if the escaping force is caused by the cen-
trifugal force, a gravitational pull of the same mag-
nitude results. That is, the components change and a
trajectory emerges that closes a curve. Before a new
force of different magnitude and shape is applied, it
cannot make a full circle because of the acceleration
motion, as theprevious forcecausesaccelerationand
the distance traveled.

II.
Forthespatialanalysisof theorbit, thefollowingpath
canbefollowed. Wecanonlyseethismathematically,
without acceleration or other variables.

The resultant force is (10).

R =
√

(F4 – F2)2 + (F3 – F1)2 (10)

The real solutions of the (10) equation,

• F1 = F3 – R ve F2 = F4

• F1 = F3 + R ve F2 = F4

happens, and as can be seen above these real solu-
tions of the composite, F1 and F3 cannot be exactly
equal on them; but F2 = F4 is equal and therefore
F2

1 + F2
2 = F2

3 + F2
4 gives a result of "0" over F2 = F4,

making it impossible for motion to occur.

FC ≈ FG
or

R ≈
√

(F4 – F2)2 + (F3 – F1)2

meansthatequality isnotpossibleandfixedorbitsare
notpossible. Thismeansthattheperfectcirclecannot
be drawn by orbital bodies either. The orbit can only
be close to the normal circle. Essentially it is always
strictly elliptical.
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III.

According to (10), natural motion is circular motion, and the difference with a
perfectcircle isverysmalleveninthemostperfectsituation;becauseF1 andF2
can take very small numbers close to zero; that is, the orbital acceleration due
to the components causes an acceleration by the resultant F = ma on (10) even
if the component sizes do not change with time, it causes a constant velocity
increase in thesameorbit,withoutflyingawayorfallinguntil it formsadensity
aroundthecentralobject. Whenit reaches themaximumspeed, it eithermeans
that it has entered the speed of light, or since the mass emerged in 1 second,
its existence was scattered in space, and therefore the speed could not increase
to the speed of light, but to a different speed limit because the gravitational
properties for a unit changed.

• For these reasons an orbit can also mean that it is exactly an external
"extrinsic drive" if it is not circular.

IV.

As can be seen, through fig. 3, for example, F1 cannot increase while F3 in-
creases,orF3 cannotincreasewhileF4 increasesaccordingto(10)andFC = FG
equations. The resultant force, whichdetermines theshapeof theorbit, cannot
be fixed because it is an acceleration movement and therefore has components
of varying magnitude with time. That is, after some distance is taken in the
direction of the centrifugal force, the distance is taken again in the opposite
direction in the direction of gravity.

• Since the change in component size is continuous, it draws a sinusoidal
waveontheorbitasasecondaryeffect. In3D,itspiralsaroundthecentral
mass.

Orbital Inferences

The equation (9) and (10) brings together some results in physics. These are
someinferencesthatsupport theabovepropositionsabout thenatureofmotion
and the formation of gravity, and they are as follows.

I. Orbitalobjectsconstantlyexperiencedifferentdistancesas theyrevolve
around a mass. There is no continuous increase. There is a constant
conversion between gravitational and centrifugal force.

II. If a trajectory is not circular, it may mean that there is exactly an external
"extrinsic propulsion".

III. Each orbital object follows a spiral path with a circular or elliptical orbit
at its centre.
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III.
Gravity and Field

Relation

Theorem Considering inelastic collisions, (11) can be written after the collision for
two objects moving at the speed of light to each other.

m1c – m2c = mc (11)

If there is an inequality of m1 > m2, the movement will be in the (+) direc-
tion; otherwise it will be in the (-) direction. No motion can occur for the
equation m1 = m2.

A B

E

C O

D

F

Fig. 4: Gravitational Waves. These waves are waves
thatmatter radiatesonlybyitsexistence,createsapo-
tential difference where it passes through space, and
can cause attraction or repulsion between densities
due to this potential difference when interacting with
an opposite mass. The figure is representative. A
mass at point A cannot be pulled from point E or F
fromthatdistance. Massesbeginbybeingpulled"out
of their place" by the impinging wave; but since the
circle will be very small and the same rule will apply,
I have represented it like this to be more specific.

I.

The representation on this fig. 4 is for a single
wave. I’m not calculating gravity yet. I’m just an-
alyzing the attraction characteristics. Here on (12),

Ft =Δmc (12)
you can calculate the gravitational force and its path
as (+), (-) or 0, where t is the time when gravity arises
overadistanceatthespeedoflightduetoafixedwave-
length, Ideriveditandalsoitdoesn’tmatteranymore.

II.

Now let’s deal with fig. 4. There are two waves prop-
agating from points A and B. Larger wave segments
are also propagated by the same masses at a greater
distance than A and B. Here the length OC is always
constantbecausewhenthe twowaves intersect,grav-
ity is the shortest distance along the wavelength at
which gravity occurs.

For thesedefinitions, ifwesubtract theconstants,
since themass isalsoconstantand theydonotchange

F =
OD

AD2
(13)

3D capture is mainly dependent on (13) via (14).

F =
d12πOD

AD
(14)

Here,

d1 = 3
√

3m

4πAD3

d1 is the 1-dimensional density of mass m at point
A, d1/AD is the 0-dimensional density of the same
mass. Since OC is constant, we can count it as 1; so it
becomes (15) over (AC + 1)2 + OD2 = AD2.

AC =
√

AD2 – OD2 – 1 (15)

III.

Now assuming that masses of the same size lie at a
greaterdistance,slightlylargerwavesappearonfig.4
for this case. OC is still fixed. Even if it is fixed, as
you can see, the other lengths increase and the rule is
determined via (15). From (15) we can safely say
that the increment AD is always greater than both
OD and OA; therefore, if the distance between the
same masses gradually increases, (13) indicates that
the gravity decreases. If AD converges to OD, the
attraction increases.

This means that the equation for attraction also
changes with distance.
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Gravitational Inferences

The equation (11) and (15) brings together some results in physics. These are
someinferencesthatsupport theabovepropositionsabout thenatureofmotion
and the formation of gravity, and they are as follows.

I. Sinceit is theonlyworkdoneforallmassesintheuniverseandallmasses
are counted as one mass, gravitational motion can be analyzed through
conservation of momentum. Conservation of the field causes a constant
attraction between the masses.

II. Although movement and shooting occur in 3 dimensions, calculations
are made in 2 dimensions.

III. The relationship between distance and gravitational force changes ac-
cording to the length or shortness of the distance. Gravity properties
varyforeachpoint inspaceandhavesomelimitations. Gravitychanges,
taking some values from 1/r to 1/r2 even for the furthest or nearest dis-
tance available.

IV.
Dark Matter

Theorem "As we know, according to our observations, objects in outer orbit in
galaxies rotate relatively faster than objects in inner orbits. So an orbit-
ing object should be located in space according to:

v =

√
mG

r

But it was found that v and r are not related in this way[a] and associated
with Dark Matter. There is almost no such exponential relationship in
galaxy-sized celestial bodies."

[a]Vera Florence Cooper Rubin (July 23, 1928 - December 26, 2016), American as-
tronomer who is considered the pioneer of studies on the rotational speed of galaxies.
• Studying the rotation curves of galaxies, he revealed the discrepancy between the

predicted form of the angular motion of galaxies and the observed form. This phe-
nomenon later became known as the galactic rotation problem.

• In the 1970s, Rubin found the strongest evidence to date for the existence of dark
matter. The nature of dark matter is still completely unknown, but its existence is
critical to our understanding of the ultimate fate of the universe.

All isnotwell. Ascanbeseen fromthe (15)equa-
tion, gravity does not work on classical mechanics

and this misleads us as "dark matter".[4] We can’t
even get accurate results for the Moon, as the gravita-
tional equation changes with changing distance.

[4]This is not good news for scientists. Apparently, Newton’s calculation can only work on one range. It is
not for long distances, nor is it for short distances. The gravitational constant is purely experimental anyway,
and can easily obscure the real functions that gravity works on. So it remains fake. We should have already
felt responsible for verifying this in another way. Movements in any universe are chaotic. They repeat at an
interval; but you need more repetition and more time to draw the big picture; that is, it is misleading because
gravity between stars or planets is slow. Maybe you can detect some anomalies like Mercury’s declination
if they are very close together. In other words, it can be observed that the distance and gravity relationship
is above 1/r2. For the better, electrons with incredible rotational frequency, for example, are excellent refer-
ences for motion, and the distance is also short enough to detect the anomalyaccording to Newton’s formula,
along with high velocity.
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I.

The larger the distance between two objects, the
more precise and perceptible the gravitational torque
will increase, because gravity arises at the two inter-
sectionsandthepointshavetimedifferences. Thepri-
ority of emergence causes a potential difference be-
tween these points. So one of them comes out earlier
and thus causes more attraction and torque than the
other. The time difference between two consecutive
smallest parts of space is negligible, with the excep-
tionofmacrospace. Whencalculatingorbitalmotion
bytheclassicalmethod,youassumethat theresulting
centrifugal force must be equal to the gravitational
force, regardless of its type; but not entirely correct.
You are actually calculating over the static state; be-
causethetwoobjectsarestandingoppositeeachother
at this time. So if you don’t include centrifugal force,
the formula is lineargravitational force;however, ac-
cording to the method mentioned above, one of the
intersectionpoints appears later andcausesacircular
motion at the same time.

II.

Ifyouthinkthatonepointcameoutearlierandyou
specify that torque F1 is applied at that point, the sec-
ond torque fromtheotherpointbecomesF2, F1 > F2.
It can also be said that the energy of the medium, that

is, thewave,shouldbeconserved. Whenaspacepoint
disappears because it has a frequency of emergence
and is not continuous at every point, energy must be
transferred to another point. That is, a wave cannot
maintain its shape as it dissipates in space over time.
The increased torque is stolen from the other second
torque point. Again, even if dispersed in the newly
emerged space, one of the same two opposite works
of Ft before or after as +Ft or –Ft causes some (+) or
(-) displacement. Whichever is used first, there will
be a translation in that direction. [5]

III.

Sinceparticlesarewavesformedthroughspace,even
if all particles are lost, the total mass, energy, and fre-
quencyareretained,sothat"emptyspace"canbeused
for such a calculation of the opposing force exerted
by empty space; but it is very difficult in calculations
suchas this timedifferencecalculation ingalaxies. In
fact, if you ignore particles in empty space, the time
difference between each cubic meter of space is 1/V,
being V is the volume of the universe; however, if
a particle appears, the density and thus the volume
changes. And the quantities are huge.

For example, for a 1 tonne object, you need about
1030 cubic meters of free space according to my cal-
culations; Consider 1/V affected by this value.[6]

Inferences

The equation (11) and (15) brings together some results in physics. These are
someinferencesthatsupport theabovepropositionsabout thenatureofmotion
and the formation of gravity, and they are as follows.

I. As can be seen from the (15) equation, gravity does not work through
classical mechanics and this misleads us as "dark matter".

II. The greater the distance between two objects, the more precise and per-
ceptible the gravitational torque will increase; because gravity arises at
two intersections and there is a time difference between them.

III. The relationship between distance and gravitational force varies with
distance. Gravitypropertiesvaryforeachpointofemptyspaceandhave
somelimitations. Gravityvariesduetosomevaluesbetween1/rand1/r2

even for the furthest available distance.

[5]Also, rotation, the rotation of the universe, and therefore the direction in which the masses take place
also affect the situation. In this way, linear gravitational force, and hence momentum, is transformed into
angular momentum and gravity. For this, there is no other method or alternative due to the conservation of
energy. This is not a special phenomenon. This is how the universe works, and sometimes the result is too
small tobedetected. Asa result, thedecreasinggravityas thedistance increases isprovidedby the increasing
gravitational torque based on the time difference; but to what extent?

[6]In fact, it’s good that we can calculate the total amount of matter in the universe by observing, calcu-
lating the deviation in velocity, and therefore calculating the time difference over it; but we still have to find
a different theoretical method. I do not know yet; but it looks almost as long as the distance between two
objects.
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V.
Dark Energy

Theorem Dark Energy is a type of energy that is supposed to continually expand the
universe and push galaxies apart. Evidence for dark energy is indirect but
mainly comes from three independent sources:

• Distance measurements showing that the expansion of the universe is
greater in the second half of its life and their relationship to redshift.

• Theoretical need for a form of energy other than matter and dark
matter (absence of any spherical inclination) to create an observably
flat universe.

• Measures of large-scale wave patterns of mass density in the uni-
verse.

I.

Any mass or energy is simply "distributed" mass
orenergyduetouncertainty;buttheproblemis;What
presence, frequency, or density does matter have in
empty space due to the presence of matter? What is a
reference? What is theamountofassetsorspaces?[7]

Since the entire universe arises at a finite fre-
quency, the universe is not fixed at every point in
its empty space. Empty space without particles or
waves also has a frequency. Before a wave can arise,
there must first be a vacuum, since particles appear as
waves on this space; that is, particles cannot have a
frequencyhigher than this frequencyofemptyspace;
because after this border there will be no place to
exit. You must increase the frequency of creation,
and therefore the speed of light, or the speed of cre-
ation of the entire universe and therefore of the single
work done.

II.

Since any mass or energy can only be counted as dis-
tributedmassorenergyduetouncertainty, thenatural
frequency holding capacity of empty space since f is

thetotalfrequencyoftheuniverseandVisthevolume
of the universe,

C =
f
V

would be for 1 cubic meter.
Regardless of the mass distribution in this vol-

ume, space naturally cannot hold a frequency higher
than this in 1 cubic meter. If it does, the space will
inflate directly. This place then becomes more dis-
ordered, and due to the incompressibility property of
matter resultingfromthefinitespeedof light, itwants
tobedispersedandfixed ina largerarea in space. The
denser area is more uneven; because the application
time and therefore the velocity of the applied force
willchange,morevelocityisneededtocreateadenser
area.[8]

III.
To create denser field at a constant speed during this
process, the disorder will only increase as you create
denser field. If you create a lower density field, it will
want to be fixed with an opposing lower force; but if
you create a denser field, the opposing force will be
greater. Gravity also works on this principle.

[7]Warning:

I. The universe gets its volume due to centrifugal force, since only circular motion is possible; however,
thevolumechangesaccording to theamountofparticlesproduced. If theparticles lose theiramplitude
over time, in other words, if they evaporate, their vibrations decrease according to entropy, and their
volume increases. It also makes the universe appear to be expanding with the matter on it; because the
amountofmatter isanegativechargeagainstcentripetalacceleration;but theuniverseisnotexpanding
or it can be said that there is an upper expansion limit.

II. There are also time differences along the centrifugal path; so this also causes movement and can again
be seen as expansion.

[8]Actually only after you have compressed the entire mass of the universe back to its original position,
more velocity is required, then you need more velocity and thus the work done is moving. The new universe
willhavemoreenergyasthespeedoftheworkdoneincreases. Evenso, ifyoudonotcompress theentiremass
of the universe, a stretch will occur according to the increase in density, so you will approach this situation
somewhat for the densities at the focal points of the universe.
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• Eachgravitationalwavecreatesapotentialdif-
ference, and when they intersect, space moves
on the condition that thrust is also possible. As
matter emerges from this sliding space, matter
also moves.

• The speed of light is an acceleration of gravity,
but an acceleration limit as gravity is the only

source of motion; because light, even if it is
not currently in an external gravitational field,
"always falls during its motion in space." If
you create a potential as a wave in space, it will
translation on the lower-density, more regular
earth path, which is its travel path, and the ex-
tinction time is very long.

a. Expansion of the Universe

Theorem According to Legal Proposition IV, "The field permitting motion of any
size has no "midpoint" for any part of it of any size; therefore, the motion,
together with the force that causes it, is always circular and accompanied
by centripetal acceleration."; in that case,

• The energy that the universe gains for 1 second must take place as a
potential, stuck in the smallest time when real time occurs.

• Along with the centripetal acceleration, only an "expansion" can be
mentioned for the formation of the universe.

I.

Treat L as the distance traveled at which the gravita-
tional forceFG canpullbackanacceleratedmassand
reduce its velocity at the smallest time t as the thresh-

old time value. FGL = mtv2

t for (16) where v is the
rate of occurrence and mass m = mt

t , mt the threshold
is the mass value.

mt =
FGt2

v
(Kg) (16)

Mass is m = mt
t ; because all the energy that the uni-

verse has for 1 second must potentially exist for the
smallest time at the beginning of time. All the energy
generated during this 1 second can be stacked in this
small amount of time. Via (16),

t =
√

mtv
FG

(s) (17)

it becomes. The minimum length for this period is
(18).

L =

√
mtv3

FG
(m) (18)

Themassspecifiedaboveas (16) is themass thatdoes
not turn off the light at the minimum threshold time.
Whenthismasscompletes itsmovement for thesame
radiusfor1second, ithasamasssizeofm = FG

v (Kgs).

The force caused by the centrifugal acceleration due
to this mass is FC for radius r = L/C, where L (18)
and C is a factor with respect to the circumference at
the smallest distance on Cr since it is a closed curve.
The distance traveled is x = a = c2/r where c is the
speed of light for 1 second; so if the centrifugal force
acceleration aC for the distance traveled, this is also
the radius of the developing universe without parti-
cles. Due to this force, a strong vacuum field arises.
The universe uses its own heat to do work; therefore
it also losesheatduring thiswork;Therefore, space is
always cold. Since the speed of light makes the uni-
verse stagnant, it only performs the act of appearing
and the universe does not expand after 1 second of
expansion.[9]

II.

Since all movements can take place as much as
the total energy of the universe or the material used,
according to the movement made in the direction of
centrifugal acceleration, the mass resulting from this
movement becomes (19),

mU =
FCaC

v2
(Kgs) (19)

where v is the rate of occurrence. The density of the
universe would also be (20).

dU =
FCaC

VUv2
(Kgs/m3) (20)

[9]The particles contained in space, and therefore the matter, expand a little as they lose their vibration
amplitude due to frictions; but it definitely has an upper limit according to the values of the work that makes
up the universe.
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Warning Here VU is the volume of the universe; but the universe reaches this vol-
ume only when the particles evaporate, that is, when their vibrations are
extinguished in time by friction caused by space or an external influence.
Otherwise it just looks like it’s expanding.[a]

[a]Sincematteremerges inabsolute spacewith infinite timedifferences, since theexit and
outer space motion are considered together, if it takes extra space during emergence, it can
go relatively faster than the rate of formation, even if the current speed is constant. This is
because of space tension. In this way, the universe was able to expand faster than light for 1
second at the beginning of time. All possible distances are referenced at the smallest time
and smallest singularity point.

III.

Foraparticleorwave[10] inemptyspace, thedis-
tance traveledpersecondshouldbe2πr = ct. For t = 1
seconds it should be r = c/2π. During the work, the
photonbehaveslikeaparticlewhentheradiusr = c/2π
is accepted as the radius of free movement, and the
photon has the same values as it generates for 1 sec-
ond in each work. The scanned area should be (21)
forπr2.

A = c2/4π (m2) (21)
Since e (Js) appeared in 1 second, the energy density
in this area is (22).

de = 4πe/c2 (Js/m2) (22)

It is assumed that the energy e satisfies this equation
for1m2. Energyproduced in1dimensionfor1meter
in 1 second

√
de (Js); therefore e =

√
de/c (Js) will be

(23) for every distance traveled at the speed of light c.

E = 4π/c4 (Js) (23)

This is the required Planck constant, with an accept-
able close value. This is the total energy for 1 second
of the fundamental wave of creation, called a photon
with a frequency of 1 Hertz. The mass that generates
this energy becomes (24) for e/c2 (Kgs).

mph = 4π/c6 (Kgs) (24)

This is the photon mass, which we can abbreviate as
mph. This is themass thatcanbeformedinonly1sec-
ond, so when it collides with an object, a total mass

effect occurs after 1 second; so the wave can only
be a sequence. The force causing this mass will be
f = ma = mv for 1 second; For this reason

F = 4π/c5 (Kgs) (25)

it becomes.

IV.

Likewise, on the assumption of perfect circular
motion, to calculate the extreme state values of the
universewiththese,let’sassumethedistanceatwhich
the gravitational force of x, the force F, can pull back
an accelerated mass and reduce velocity. The veloc-
ity of themass in t time. For m2Gx/x2 = mv2 it would
bev =

√
mG/x. Forx = vt,c isthespeedoflightand t is

the smallest time that allows this work; then it would
bec =

√
mG/ct. Here, ifc, t, andhencemareconstant

as required by uncertainty, then G must be constant
too. With t, thetotalmassoftheuniverseforthissmall
escape time will be (26).

m = tc3/G (Kg) (26)

The frequency of this mass will be 1/t for this time.
[11]

For mph = 4π/c6 (Kgs) and mph = t2c3/G, the
Planck time is (27).

t =
√

4πG/c9 (s) (27)

The Planck length for this period will be (28).

L =
√

4πG/c7 (m) (28)

[10]The fundamental wave that creates photons or particles or moves freely in space does not draw a perfect
circleor sphere. Conservationofmomentumandenergyequationsdonotallowthis. Evenso, assuming it’sa
perfect circle, there will actually be a small difference, to better understand the actual measurements, we can
do some calculations that aren’t so perfect.
[11]Formation isnot just for1secondfor thebeginningof time. After1second, thephotonmassshouldform
a black hole for 1 second, or again, a vacuum density should allow the photon to travel at the speed of light,
according to the rule of photon mass formation for 1 second. It is a must because of the conservation of mass
and energy. All the energy that the universe has should potentially exist for 1 Planck time at the beginning
of time. All the energy generated during this 1 second has to be crammed into this little time as said. The
frequency is therefore initially 1/t2. Decreases after 1 second and becomes 1/t
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The resulting constants can be found with the desired
setting. The mass indicated above as (26) is the mass
thatdoesnotallowthe light togoout in1Planck time.
Whenthismasscompletes its1secondmovement for
the same radius, it has a mass size of m = c3/G (Kgs).
The force caused by the centrifugal acceleration due
to this mass will be (29) as follows.

F =
√
πc17/G3 (Kgs) (29)

Here r = L/2π (m) is for 1 second. Due to this force, a
strong vacuum field arises. The universe uses its own
heat for work; therefore it also loses heat during this
work; Therefore, space is always cold. The resulting
acceleration for this force will be (30) for a = c2/r.

a =
√

c11/4πG (m/s2) (30)

According to x = at2, the path followed for 1 second
reference time would be (31) as follows.

x =
√

c11/4πG (m) (31)

This is the radius of the universe. Since the speed of
light makes the universe stable for higher values, it
only performs the act of appearing and the universe
does not expand after 1 second of expansion. Since
all processes can take place as much as the total en-
ergy of the universe or the material used; According
to the movement in the direction of centrifugal accel-
eration, the mass resulting from this movement will
be (32).

m = c12/2G2 (Kgs) (32)
It can be said that for such a large mass, quite absurd
physicaleventscanoccurintheuniverseandthat they
can occur anywhere every second, depending on the
total number of particles that emerge. The density of
the universe will be (33).

d =
√

9π/Gc9 (Kgs/m3) (33)

The universe can have this density only when all the
particles of the universe have evaporated. The uni-
verse has a center and the distribution cannot be ho-
mogeneous and will not be due to time differences.
Irregularity always prevails.[12]

V

Asyoucansee, theuniversehasacenter,andwhatap-
pears tobeexpanding is that thephotons thatmakeup
theparticlesdecrease invibrationamplitudeand lose
mass. As the universe arises due to centrifugal force,
its radius changes due to evaporation of particles.

During expansion, a potential difference may
arise across the gap in the direction of the centrifugal
acceleration due to the initial motion, and the masses
move with the momentum of the photons due to the
frictionofthephotonsformingthemwithspace. Mat-
ter’s own movement of creation causes movement in
space by friction. It’s also part of gravity.[13]

While the universe emerged with the centrifugal
force, a vacuum can be seen at some points in space
due to mass distribution. These points are more in-
tense.

• If we look at the information, it can be said that
the waves intertwine to form subatomic parti-
cles, and then with a neglected time difference,
hydrogenorperhapsdifferentunknownatoms,
which we cannot reach them due to mass scat-
tering; so it is not so difficult for particles to
spread in the universe in 1 second. All work
together and in 1 second.

• If many masses are passing through the same
pointat thesametime, spacemustcollapseand
thenswell,andgravitywillholdthemtogether;
so that new types of elements can be made by
photon-photon collisions and don’t have to be
like in our scientific knowledge. Supercom-
puters will be the savior to do this.

[12]These features can be effective in red giants. Since space can bend, they cannot prevent inflation unless
there will be enough gravity holding the mass at the expense of space bending. Considering the objects that
move freely in the environment with low gravitational effect alone, they are affected excessively since there
isnoexternal supportinggravitational force. Even ifyou think there isonly1particle in theuniverse,because
of its existence or non-observational inner space creation motion is actually the same as observational space
motion, it will move according to the rotation of the universe. ; because being one of them before or after
the same work Ft changes the displacement for +Ft and –Ft. According to the initial motion of the universe,
due to the frequency of its occurrence in vacuum, the particle will move with acceleration as it experiences
a constant potential difference in space over time. He always looks for a neat space but can’t find it. It never
stops.
[13]The phenomenon Einstein calls the "distant ghost effect" is caused by the 1/t2 Hertz frequency at the
beginning of time, or the behavior of the universe after expansion for 1 second 1/t Hertz. The universe has
a spin. Since the universe does not differ for a particle, it can almost simultaneously touch all the masses it
contains with a small time difference from the furthest distance that exists. The difference between the two
furthest distances is 1 second.
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b. Mass Capacitance of Space

Theorem Matter is waves formed through space. When an object moves from point
A to point B in space, it means that the motion is moving because the work
that creates the object and gives it energy is done every second. Matter
is not at rest, even when it is already observed, and always moves at the
speed of light.
Empty space, on the other hand, has the capacity to hold a "frequency"
for the masses it can contain in each cubic meter, since it exists with a
frequency due to sequential formation. As we get closer to the times when
space is not there, the resistance of space to motion increases.

I.

Empty space is capable of holding a "frequency" per
cubic meter, as it exists with a frequency due to se-
quential formation; therefore, the initial velocities
of moving bodies directly affect their observational
outer space constant velocity. How many cubic me-
ters per second they scan, it’s important. Also their
mass and density are important for this drawing. The
resistance they experience varies according to these
properties.[14]

Therotationoftheuniverseisalsoveryimportant;
because it can cause deflection in moving objects, as
well as cause resistance or acceleration.

II.

Some properties of the universe were inferred from
the speed of light and centrifugal force at the begin-
ning of time.[15] Based on these calculations, the
holding capacity of 1 cubic meter C is equal to the
following formula,

C =
3c
√

2πcG

4πG2
(Hertz) (34)

c is the speed of light and G is the gravitational con-
stant. Almost 5.7 ·1028 Hertz. For hf = mec2, where
me is the mass of an electron, h is Planck’s constant,
and f is the electron’s frequency, and c is the speed
of light; this means that the electron has a frequency

of about 1.22 · 1020 Hertz. This means that 1 cu-
bic meter of space can only hold about 5 · 108 elec-
trons that means it can hold a mass of about ds =
4.5 ·10–22 kg/m3.

Pioneer Anomaly

Sincethesameprincipleappliestocalculationsin
space, the buoyancy equation of liquids can be used.

Fl = Vs ·dl ·g
Here, Fl buoyancy force, Vs submerged volume

and dl density of fluid, g acceleration due to gravity;
This acceleration is

ΔxΔp ≥ h/2
equal to the speed of light in 1 second, since grav-
ity is the main and only cause of motion through
the Heisenberg’s uncertainty equation; because the
equation interprets thechange ingravitationalpoten-
tial, via mao = Vs ·ds · c, it becomes

mao = Vs ·1.35 ·10–13 (35)

Here Fl = mao, m is the mass of an object in empty
space far enough from a gravitational field, and ao is
the observational space acceleration different from
the rate of formation of gravity because the motion of
outer space and inner space are the same.

The movement of outer and inner space, that is,
the observable movement, and the formation move-
ment, which is repeated every second, occur together

[14]This means that different intensities of light of the same frequency or of different frequencies also have
differentbehavior inspace. Itwouldbemisleading todothesamecalculationfordifferentapproachinglights
of stars of different sizes. Even the amount of redshift is different for more intense light or lower intensity
light or light of different frequency.
[15]Acknowledgethat themotionisnotactuallyafullcircleandtherewillbesomedifferencessuchasradius
or volume. I used a slightly different calculation for Planck’s constant, Planck length, and photon mass. The
results will vary by some amounts that are not very different.
[16]These calculations are for the macrocosm to set a reference; in other words, you cannot say that the mass
distribution in 1 cubic meter is not important for the microcosm. Likewise, you have to calculate each cubic
meter of an object separately. So you have to use aerodynamics. For example, one wing of a satellite can lift
the vehicle while leaving the other wing. You must calculate based on the geometry placed on each cubic
meter of existing space object.
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by using the same space at the same time; when an
object moves from A to B, the resulting motion has
moved, where c is the speed of light as the accelera-
tion of gravity over v=at for 1 second because grav-
ity is the source of the velocity of appearance for any
wave or particle, and hence the total energy.[16]

As a result, the acceleration or deceleration rela-
tive to the rotation for a 1 ton object with a volume of
10 cubic meters becomes:

ao = 1.35 ·10–15 m/s2 (36)

Alright; however, we did not include the initial ve-
locity as it scans more volume than initial velocity.
Assuming this object is moving at 10 kilometers per
second, for Vs ·10,000 it becomes:

ao = 1.35 ·10–11 m/s2 (37)

Thismayexplain[17]thePioneerAnomaly.[18]Here
the electron is just a reference. You can use any parti-
cle to determine this. This won’t change anything.

Inferences

The (19) and (34) equations bring together some results in physics. These are
someinferencesthatsupport theabovepropositionsabout thenatureofmotion
and the formation of gravity, and they are as follows.

I. Each gravitational wave creates a potential difference, and when they
intersect, space moves on the condition that thrust is also possible. As
matter emerges from this sliding space, matter also moves.
The speed of light is an acceleration of gravity, but an acceleration limit
as gravity is the only source of motion; for light always falls during its
movement in space, even if it is not in an external gravitational field at
that moment. If you create a potential as a wave in space, it will translate
ina lower-density,moreregulargroundpath,whichis its travelpath,and
the extinction time is very long.

II. The universe gets its volume due to centrifugal force, since only circu-
lar motion is possible; however, the volume changes according to the
amount of particles produced. If the particles lose their amplitude over
time, in other words, if they evaporate, their vibrations decrease accord-
ing to entropy, and their volume increases. It also makes the universe
appear tobeexpandingwith thematteron it; because theamountofmat-
ter is a negative charge against centripetal acceleration; but the universe
is not expanding or it can be said that there is an upper expansion limit.
There are also time differences along the centrifugal path; so this also
causes movement and can again be seen as expansion.

III. Matter is waves formed through space. When an object moves from
point A to point B in space, it means that the motion is moving because
the work that creates the object and gives it energy is done every second.
Matter is not at rest, even when it is already observed, and always moves
at the speed of light.
Empty space, on the other hand, has the capacity to hold a "frequency"
for the masses it can contain in each cubic meter, since it exists with a
frequency due to sequential formation. As we get closer to the times
when space is not there, the resistance of space to motion increases.

Eppur si muove
15.06.2023

[17]The magnitude of the Pioneer effect is (8.74∓1.33) ·10–10 m/s2, approximately equal to the product of
the speed of light and the Hubble constant. Greater than the value I found; but I assumed that no mass was
formed and a less dense universe than in practice. Therefore, this value will be approached.
[18]Also, for example, galaxies with lower mass magnitudes can spin at higher speeds than heavier ones.
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VI.
Appendix

Theorem Space object experiences constant potential difference during formation
because of the time differences. When wave starts to move in one direc-
tion, the formed place of the wave goes to disappearance. At this time,
the wave moves to the newly formed space. Namely matter does not wait
for to be created. Instead of it, it moves by drawing more space. It is
called as Lorentz contraction or length contraction. [a]
This phenomenon is related with the deceleration of space objects, that
the subject is analyzed in "Mass Capacitance of Space" section.

[a]
• Length contraction is the phenomenon that a moving object’s length is measured to be

shorter than its proper length, which is the length as measured in the object’s own rest
frame.

• Length contraction was postulated by George FitzGerald (1889) and Hendrik Antoon
Lorentz (1892) toexplain thenegativeoutcomeof theMichelson–Morleyexperiment
and to rescue the hypothesis of the stationary aether.

a. Relative Energy

I.
As for kinetic energy, just use x = vt on Ft = mv

or use v2 = ax on F = ma equation. They turn into
Fx = mv2 and so turn into (38).

W = mv2 (38)
Also over (39), it becomes (38) again,

W =
∫

ma dx (39)

where a = v
t and x = vt. This is energy; because actu-

allyonFt = mvequation,foronefixedtimeorvelocity
value, the other one of these two time or velocity can
take any different value. Right this point, the refer-
ence is distance taken.

II.
When a mass moves from A point to B point in space,
itmeansformationmotionmoved. Asmasscannotbe
independentofspeed, theequationbecomes(40);be-
cause matter can be used as much as its total energy.
All works are as much as total energy and existence
of matter; so the last moving total energy at the last
condition of matter must be equal to the sum of ob-
servational outer space kinetic energy and static total
energy.

m0c2 + mv2 = mc2 (40)
For (40), change in mass becomes (41).

m =
m0

1 –
v2

c2

(41)

This mass is the mass which already had been accel-
erated and is moving at a constant speed of v.

III.

On Ft = mv equation, the multiplication of Ft does
not change even if the mass or the velocity on the mo-
mentum equation changes by any rule; because they
are self-formed according to Ft work if this the equa-
tion is; so over Ft = mvr = m0v equation, the actual
reached velocity vr will be (42).

vr = v
(
1 –

v2

c2

)
(42)

For (41) and (42), kinetic energy becomes (43)
over W = mv2

r

W = m0v2
(
1 –

v2

c2

)
(43)

Total energy becomes (44).

E =
m0c2

1 –
v2

c2

(44)

As it can be seen over (44), mass and energy magni-
tudes are not conserved in focal point even if work
done energy is conserved. Even if the total energy of
the universe does not change, total energy and mass
of the focal points of the universe can change. Dur-
ing this changing, the total density of the universe
changes; but its total energy is always conserved.
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b. The Length Contraction

I.

Since matter can only exist as a density, if forma-
tion volume moves that means if mass moves, the ex-
istence increases in an unit of time, and it reduces the
deviation for each round of creation motion during
outer space motion of the mass. Space object experi-
ences constant potential difference during formation
because of the time differences.

When wave starts to move in one direction be-
cause of the spin of the universe, the formed place
of the wave goes to disappearance. At this time, the
wave moves to the newly formed space. Namely if
there is a contraction in length, means matter does
not wait for to be created. Instead of it, it moves by
drawing more space.

It is called as Lorentz contraction or length con-
traction. Thelengthcontractioncanonlyoccurinone
direction because of the resultant direction of move-
ment since this is the nature of all motions.

II.

For a static object namely for an object which has no
observational outer space motion and has m0 mass
magnitude, the length contraction becomes (45).

L = L0

(
1 –

v2

c2

)
(45)

(45) for the objects which had been accelerated, and
are moving at a speed of v.

III.

These information contradict with Michelson-
Morley experiment in entanglement as the result of
the deceleration from infinity.

• Therecannotbeanabsoluteemptinesswithout
motion and energy. There is only one work to
create all the universe.
As for the speed of light, it is creation speed,
and it is constant due to the limited universe;
so it is independent of ether, free space for the
status of this experiment.

• This case is the same for any moving matter in
any density in space. The rays of moving ob-
jectsareataconstant speed,only theirenergies
are vary. They lose amplitude and thus mass
instead of change in speed.

Inferences

The (40) and (45) equations bring together some results in physics. These are
someinferencesthatsupport theabovepropositionsabout thenatureofmotion
and the formation of gravity, and they are as follows.

I. All works are done as much as total energy and existence of matter; so
thelastmovingtotalenergyat thelastconditionofmatterasaresultmust
beequal to thesumofobservationalouterspacekineticenergyandstatic
total energy.

II. Empty space has the capacity to hold a "frequency" for the masses it
can contain in each cubic meter, since it exists with a frequency due to
sequential formation. As we get closer to the times when space is not
there, the resistance of space to motion increases. During this happens,
also matter draws more space because of its movement, and then length
is contracted.

III. The length contraction can only occur in one direction because of the
resultant direction of movement since this is the nature of all motions.

Eppur si muove

16.06.2023
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